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Because studies concerning sex role socialization .patterns 'are-avail=

able from Only a limited number of societies, in additten" to examining

.available research findings we shall develop a number of relevant hypOtheses

with respect to some selected societies which deserve special interest.
_ -

Tn examining available research 'findings or in formulating hypotheses

concerning sex role socialization patterns and consequenceS for women's

professional roles, it is important to delineate the core factors which

might bring abbut changes in sex role socialization.

There is some evidende that the following types of major macro-

sociological changes can bring, about significant "changes in at least ---
ft

some aspects of the status of women:

.----
1: Major'shifte in political, ideologies that entail social equality

- - . ... i . ,.. ..
.,as,ibasic principle and that afecifically spell out equality ,between men

I--9-45'-',
(.

.

. ind,' wOmen. The Marxist and th 'Maoist socio,political.ideologies are

,i55,1tStant13;ng:e-XeinpleS differentially interpreted and implemented in the.
,,,s- .:- ..---- - ,-,:- -,.---.- . ,

-,- -z.- , ,-, )
; "-- '-'11:-.S..S.-R-. the different Eastern.. afro, an nations as well °as in; Cuba and

- ....:-. ,

t -

Chfaa.
-

I , i
I2. .Major---ideological _changes- expressed through some kind of a

,

, .

,-
. .2

..,

, . social hioveMent such a,, , the Women'S Liberation Moveipent in,the United

- ,
tates _or the-Sex Role Debate in Scandinavian _nations .

hose creatiigg- manpower shortages such as,1-C,rties., especially t

nat ipnbar uni,i s ings ,

umen 7
%/ yvi -672 Q k cepti
2

S OS,IyAr omen are usually allowed

reVolaipns , an guerrilla warfare (Lipman-

2
air
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to actively participate in nationalist uprisings, revolutions, and

guerrilla warfare especially when,the risks are quite high and

everyone willing to right and die represents a valuable resource.

In addition, the longer such cris s last and the more men become in-

volved,olved, the more acute the manpower shortages become in many vital
k V

positions and occupations that must be filled, if the society is to

'continue functioning. And, hence, women are usually increasingly

allowed to fill theni.

Let us now exaiine what types of and to what extent changes in some

aspects of the status of women occur as a result of the stimulus factors

presented and how these changes are or may be linked to changes in sex

role Socialization patterns. First, in the U.S.S.R. and the Eastern

European nations, about which considerable evidence is available,, all

indications show that women's educational and occupational options spread

over a much wider range than is

being an outstanding exception)

Sullerot, 1971; Barker, 1972).

1
true for most o her societies (Finland

(Bodge, 1966;-Steilids.iRothschild, 1971
.

%

However, there is also a concensus that

the widening of women's educational and occupational options is not re-
,

lated to women's greater chances for occupational upward mobility, espec-

ially to top prestigious, power- vested, or decision-making positions

'(SokolowskA, 1965; Barker, 1972; Alzon, 1973). And there has been no

redefinition of men's and women's roles in the family and the society

so twat ;.omen, even when they work in the same occupations as their

htsbands, have the responsibility housework and child care (Barker,
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v.

sped, after work, on, the average

3

re

2.5-4 hours per day in housework

and Child care and 5 hours on Sunday, working at home 3 times as much as

their husbands whoenjoy 'twice as much leisure time as their wivev-(Barker,

1972; Alzon, 1973). Actually; 'for some categories of women (such as

night shift workers) sleep becomes the most rare commodity (Barker,

1972) Ind physical exhaustion is reported'to plague all ;omen.

While there are no specific research studies on sex role socializa-

tion the U.S.S.R or any of the Eastern European nations, it is, pos-

sible to hypothesize about children's socialization messages. Children
,

.

G ,
in thesde societies are exposed to different,Sex stratification systems X

- , ,,,,

than the one prevailing in the United States. W
lWhile here children per-. '\

ceive that within each class there is a sex stratification system, the

differences between men's and women's individual (and not deriivedA),ab-

\ I '-
cess to income, prestige, and power become wider in the,middle,aril upper

//middle class; children in, the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe /societies

- /,-
probably perceive a more uniform'picture of a meshedAcial and sex

.

stratification system : Women occupy sizeable portions of the lower

and lower middle strata,Vwhile men overwhelmingly-dominate the higher

strata. Haw does the significant breakdown of sex - differentiation 'in

educational and occupational choices affect boys'.and-girls' sex, .sole

conceptions? And in the absence of masculine rand feminine, occupations,

* It must be clarified here that we are consistently talkingabout,,women's

individually achieved position in stratification. systeMS rather, than the

position ln which they.tay be classified on the basis of their .derived

status through their, husband's acnievements.

0

11.t.
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to what do boys and girls attri e the perceived social inequalities
-

gbased on sex? And how do boys an girls evaluate men and "women when

they are exposed to,and,socialized y mothers who riot only can do what-

ever their father ,can in terms of occupation and4 knowledge 'but in ad-

dition make their lives comPortable and provide for a/1 their

4 ,

needs?, Is women's self-eteem in these sicieties 'much higher than that

of 'Ameri can women Z___And_do me m_ evaluatt. Yaen- and-wOmen-Lequally?--Nuch-ex__

0

citing research awaits to be carried out in this area.'

Second, several societies have been °affected by organized ideolo-

r.ies directly aiming to change the status of women, either, expressed through

social movements such as in the United States, England, Rolland, Canada,l,
E

.ustralia or through milder discussions, leading to social poliCy,such as,

'

the Sex
'

Role, Debate in the Scandinavian couritries. A distinctive feature
: .

of these ideologies looselyNireferred :to as the Women's Liberation ideology,
c,'

has been the goal of not only widening woMat's educational and occupa-

tional options and equalizing access to d tretment of women in educa-
.

,
,;,

.

4
, ,

-=' -,

tion and employment but also the redefiniltion,of the roles of men and "
.

women, and the change of woman-to-woman arr in 44-to-woman -interpersonal

relations. Because of this equab. emphasis #din y'edefinition of men'% and
2 °

wo men's rotes and on the eradication of ill'ternalized sex role stereotypes

,

.

.

that act as psychological barriers, efforts have been made to break down''
k

the social structural as well as the pSychological, internalized barriers

to sex equality. Thus, some socild pply, legislatd,on, and social pres-
f- ..

.

, . .

pure n'as aimed in order tb diminish the degree of sex-differentiaL

, ) ;
tion in boys' and girls' socialization experiences in.school, in readings,

:

'/.I

,i,
,

.

.
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in mega, etc. Such efforts'havelbeen more Systematic and long7lasting

0

inoSweden where since 1962, girls and bOysare required to take the same'

,

courses in'the elqme c,Iwy school so, that boy 'must take cooking, sewing

o
and child care, and girls must take manual handicrafts and other "mascu-

sub,lects (Linter, 1971). Elrentary school textbooks free of
4'

sexism were already avallablgand_used-in7the-rate-667i7In addition,
. .

legislative changes such as the normalization of art-titb work for men

and Women, the transformation of maternity leaves into paid six month ,

0

Parental leaves that can be taken in any portion by fathers or mothers;

and the availability;of.21 days of paid leave per year to fathers and

mothers to enable themito stay homel'and take -care Of sick Children, have

allecontributed to ,a partial redefinition of Swedish menls and women's
.

roles (Safi1 los7Rothschild, 1974).1 Thus,°.already in 1969, 11 percent

of fathers in Gothenburg were reported as having stayed home to'takeI

care of a sick 'child and 72 percent of the Swedish husbands shared the

responsibility of '-'washing Ale with their*wives, 66 percent shared the

.

responsibility of cooking, and 63 percent shared cleanling (Woman in Sweden

in .the Light of Statistics, 1971).:,

o'

In th'e light of the, above changes in at least some of the school

sociAlization'experiences'of Itoysi and girls and,n the role models pro-

vided,by mothers and fathers with regard' to division of labor and respon-

sibiiity in the-family, it,pcould be expected that young. Swedish children
-o

would .have less sevole stereotypes' than older children who have bene-

ftted,less from recent- changes'. A study; however, conducted in 1969

Uppsala report that Ix:0 and girls aged 5, 8, 11 and 15 were equally

6
A
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aware of ,.and infl c d by sex role stereotypes, while ,.girls were aware

earlier and to a greater extent than boys (Dahl, 1969). 'Another recent

/
,'showed that despite many structural changes, mothers still 'hold

a double Standard in their expectations of boys and girls. Thus, they

_41
tend, to-be-much-mare-toleranto- oys :,,ruf-blebreaking and deviant behavior

1

4

while they explot'girlsto conform to 'rules and social conventions much
,P) 1

more than boys ("Some Data on Sex Role Socialization in Sweden", 1975.

Interestly enough the father's role was confined to playing with chil-

dren, to consoling them and to taking care of them in the night.

Thus, it seems that even whenc,structural changes directly affect

the sex role socialization patterns, the socialization outcome is not

immediately modified and the extent of sex role stereotyping not reduced.

:lost probably when,the Swedish 4hildren who at present are 5-10 years .old

will have children and.a greater Variety of structural changes in this

area will have come about, the sex roly socialization patterns may be

more profoundly affected and the socialization outcome more markedly

different.
.

- ,
Third, in examining societies which have undergonvars as crises

involving manpower shortages, Lipman-Blun's (1973) research has alreaty
N 4

i 1establishy fan, several soc eties that a de- differentiation process takes
. , (

place that provides women ith a greater range of occupational and politi-.
e II 1

cal options. :his high 'degree of women's pattiiPation in leiiii)lomeitl

'different occurstions,,ie.nd politics during wars, tends to diminish-after

the 'crisis is oiler but the le'Veiing-off point .is usually.higherthah it

O

7
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was before the onset of the crisis (Lipman-Blumen, 1973) The avail-

,able data from Greece agree with Lipthan-Blumen's data from the United

States and England.,

Before 1939, Greece was a traditional, rural, :4editerranean society

resembling the Middle Eastern and North African Ar societies in terms

wellcf social structure as well as prevailingyalues'and attitudes especially

those pertaining to the dominant cultural value honer The status ol':.

iwomen was quite low in all respects, illiter cy ra es for women,being

high, paid employment rare, birth raEes high, no politic ght for

women, and the honor code so restrictive that women- ere altogether de-

nrived of freedom, including that of physical mobility unless in the com-

pany of older women, husband, father, or brother. From 1939

through 1949 an uninterrupted chain of crises took place in

Greece the Italian War; the Italian and then the German occupation

and the undergrbund guerrilla warfare; and the communist uprising right

after the end of the Second World War and the ensuing long civil war up

.10 1949 Throughout this decade, women increasingly played an active

role in fighting, particularly in the underground guerrilla warfare and

the civil war, both extremely risky and uncertain warfare activities.

During this decade of crisis in which women, were equally involved, with

men in secret organizations and-guerrilla warfare groups and were risk-
.

ing their liyes as frequently, these and other women not directly in-
.

volved were increasingly allowed to enroll in masculine fieldse to take

positions never before open to women, and to enjoy more freedom , in-

cluding more sexual freedom. Pr obably dace to the extenddd duration or--
1 e .

-'t
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the aqcumulated crises, tbe de-differentiation process involved perman-
,

ent structural changes that persisted and evolved after the end of the

crises. Thus, beginning with 1950 when national statistibs became

again available,:birth.rates had drastically declined and continued

, 1

to decline slowly but steadily throughout the 50's and 60's. The rate

of illiteracy diminished drastically; women increasingly entered mas-

culine occupations; abortion, although illegal, was practiced widely,

safely, end ,at a,,low cost by all reputable physicians; and the practice

of "surgical virginity" indicated that premarital sex had spread to

rural and traditional urban girls who were still concerned about main-

taining the facade Of virginity (SafiliCs-Rothschild, 1969).
I .

While all these changes are well documented and could be attrible.ed

to the long-term de-differentiation processes during the decade of'Crises,
to

it is diffiult to assess the extent and the i'inkages by which these

changes affect the sex role socialization patterns. One clear-cut direct

linkage can be found in the decreased birth rates resulting in a consid-

erable number
d
of one-girl families (or, two-girl families, especially

in the'middle and upper middle classes in Athens and the urban areas (in

which the average number of child4en is 1.2). In the case of one -girl

families, the girl is socialized tp high achievement through her parents'

high educational and occupational expectations as well as through continu-

ous encouragement and support. These girls are expected to carry the

family name (which they literally do by means of hyphenated names after
a.

0 4

marriage) and areNsocialized without much regard to sex role stereotypes,

at leastin the area of achievement (Safilios-Rothschild, 1972, p. 32).
A

-9
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They are not only free but they are encouragbd to enter high.pres-

'U.& and high paying occupations that will assure them of a higher social

position, but no information is-available as to whether their freedom from
D

Seperole stereotypes in this area is accompanied by similar freedom from

/ N
sex.,:olp'stereotypes in other life sectors.

4 On the other hand, some socialization experiences of Greeklkirls that
Ic

cannot be attributed to the decade. of crises are of crucial im tance

for the development of high self-esteem,,the freedom to°achieve and to

develop themselves without mirroring the desirability of their, choices in

their popularity among boys.. The play-patterns of urban middle and upper

middle class girls between the ages of 8-13, or 14 reveal the existence of

same-sex, well organized groups which meet regularly in a park or a street

to play a variety of competitive games with another similar group of girls.

Winning in these games carries individual and collective prestige and may

lead to a leadership, position within the group; hence, competition is

.

usually fierce. The important features of these play groups are that:

(a) girls are coMpetitive, aggreisive, and fight for presti,ge and leader

ship; (b) during these years-girls are totally uninterested in boys whom

t4jey find borineand a nuisance, thus resembling the adoles ent psychology

If American boys vis-a-vis girls; and (c) they have high esteem for the

winners and the leaders which most probably facilitates in turn the .

development of high self-esteem, especially when successfV1 and well-liked

in the all-girl group.

This play stage is followed by a stage during which girls' become
0

slowly interested in boys, not romantically but as companions -with whom

to go out socially: TtIs social- outing does not,- however, take the form

c
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of dyadic dating. *.Instead, a parea is formed, that ia a group of boyt

and'girls who do things together like: going to parties, to the movies,
rt

to the theater, and so on. There is nb pairing between individual boys

and girls and in fact such palYing is strictly tabooed. If it would

occur, the couple would be teased and laughed at and forced to withdraw

from the parea. This type of group friendship persists through high,

school and goes on throughout college, although the composition of

parea may change, or the individual may shift from one parea to anothe.

The existence of a parea in these girls' lives from the time they tr6 15-16

years old is of great significance since it provides them with a variety of
i

friendly and congenial boys to dance with, to'talk with, to try outthoughts

on, to go out with, of course, always in a group with other girls.

- 1 e boys in the parea provide them with acceptande and security that
.

...
.

,. , .

prevents them from codp,kting with other girls for the attention of and

0

acceptande by a boy; instead they share with other girls a number of

boys. Thus,.they do not have to mold their pbrsonalities,to please and

flatter the toys; on the 'contrary, boys and girls have a chance Within

the context of the parea to gdt to know each other and accept each other

as theY are. Because they get to know and like each other, occasionally

414.

a boy and girl'who belonged to the same parea for many years start dating

1,
each other in, their early 20's, but 'always outside the context of the parea. ,

, ;

It can be hypothesized that the Greek institution of parea allows a..

girl to achieve highly.in school (the public high school being sex-

segregated) without feeling a xious that she may be less among

boys and therefore enjoy less social life, because of her scholastic:.

A S.
-4

success. Fun, assocatbn with interesting boys, and social life

'are guaranteedhrough the parea regardless of the girl's

11



intelligence or scholastic success. As a matter o' fact, intelligent girls

usually have a higher status in a parea than less intelligent ones. Thus,

girls are encouraged to develop their intelligence and knowledge it order
o

5
. . \_

4

to be admired instead of "playing dumb" in exchange for popularity.

It is interesting, to note that &xi Indiap study of the friendship pat-

terns and the social club participation of adolescent boys, anc: girls in

Calcutta shows that boys in general and upper middle class,,g4rls belong

more,often to social clubs rather than dyadiciendships. ocial clubs
-

in India serve about the same social functions thatthe structured games

and'barea described above serve for Greek boys and' girls. ,Thus, it was

found that the Indian boys and upper middle class girls who joined the

social clubs and interact within thib context with younWers of their

age are socialized into comp'etitive And
la
boordinated group action as well
w

4

as into leadership. It is not surprising, therefore, that the proportion

of girls "who enter occupations, liarticularly thoge requiring universals is

and achievement-oriented dispositiOns, appears to be related directly to

participation in age groups" rather than in dyadic friendshipi (Higdon Beech,

'1972),

:such more cross-cultural research is needed on the various play activi-

ties
,

as well as the variety of avenues for social contacts betwean boys and

girls outside of dating and their conseauences for girls' ability to achieve

and to make marital, educational and occupatiOnal chbices.

°. Finally, let tiffs consider the case of societie in which no ideological,

. political, or struCtural factors have stimulated ch nges in the status of
r A

women, and Which are characterized by a more or less rigid social stratifi-

1
,

,

cation system. Vpst of the Arab societies fall in this category, with. the
, t

4
.

a

4
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possible partialexception of Tunisia where -Some a.hihgcs were introduced

by Ane. Government during the -last" decade
I

and

d

sex

In these- societies, ,Vc5then's social infe,4-6riiiti----considered "natural" .

---,- . C, .4 ' ;- ,_
. ...._, -

nes cal able ..1-1d a ried sex sttitific.,%-tkeiT).::s>tstem. is based uponrekigio.us.- -.--.... o

oral ideologieS.- ascwell as:'natural laws." societal context

role socialization practices ancr prbueSSes are openly and clearly aim-

ing o teach bpys that they are the dominant, importantpeople and to teach
_

,girl subjuialon to men. .There ate n6 e.mbigui!ties and no questions as to
who occupies vhat position in the sex'stratification system ,a:hd the messageii

I
c

pas ed on to girls is also clear: theie is no way to escape or---to--rebe.1

nst the system; they are entirely powerless. `Gir4-s are effecti'v'ely
-

PZ

.'
soc alized into the inferior rolerby observing their'mothers crf.--a:nd

L . . . \-
their fathers become angry at their mothers for having bon-le-a: girl in-., .

,.i'... ... .-
;...,_Stead of a boy; they are bossed by their brothers (regardless of their ag

f .% 4.-'1
.

,

", and'even beaten by them without their parents interfering; they are

unenu&lly treated with regard to fciod since the best is given tO boys

andowhen there is" nott enough food, girls are the ones who are, left hun-

gry;' they cannot but note that -,.,11 women around,,t,hem have to obey men,
.1 ,

e afraid of men, and ar orften 'mistreated by men. In addition, girls
.are 'clearly and openly told that they ,are. ,not important since ,they

are only girls and that they cannot do many things because they are c

41.9. .
girls.

Because the sex role .socialization practices.and processes are
.*-

so clear anci-pOwerful, Most girls accept their inferibr position and
-

_
do' not -challenge meney.,domination. Therefore, while there is blatant

0'

-

ere
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,institutional sex discrimination, we can hypothesize that the great
47;

e..

-var}ety ofindirect, informal, and d disguised 45-0. discrimination

practices present in the United_States and Scan navian societies does
-

.. , 0not exist because in fact there is no need for them. In the absence
. ,...., .

of informal sex discrimination it .may:be hypothesized that girls who
. - `tf:,:,

manage to escape the oppressive' sex role socialization can achieve
'4.highly. with few obstacles in the'itr way, especially since institutional

---
barriers in developing societies c-4;. be lifted op 'the basis of par-s, -,..,,

ticularistic criteria. There "is-- 'actually -evidence that upper and

...:.--,-.

-- -
ixPper middle clasi gti-_

.

e
-

s
-

a a p e -,.. -. Ra e o pp.res- s-i:-1. mc-,-e
-42-.1.T .,

, role- socialization
.1,.`

because their high'social status 'mimes them valyabie pectp 6-.'and the

same holds true for exoeptionally intelligent gk otherwise gifietgi.-r-A.t---, -. .
-4s0 ,, 1 ,4,71_2,-... -,-,--,.

. 4., ,--,, /
.1Qfrom other social classes who Often come tobe Vep o gn i z e d as such by

. . ',

their parents and teachers. Research, however,9,.is needed to indicate
:',"'

by what mechanisms and dynamics'-rcs'-,-theb-e girls es. ape the oppressive
.,--

:i4. ,,, ,sex rol socialization and'Wha-t,,aspects of thisiksocialization they...,
-..-
T.

, ..1,may, not be able to es-cape. '-"', f ,-,.
;-:,'

t ' /
.7f.,-.',, I . ', ..: :%. - , , .,It is evident that there is 6, ..eat .resew ch

,
gap ,in the area Of f -,, ,,e,,---',

cross-cultural studies ,Of sex role socializati

Hopefully ,. the f,oTlowing hypotheses arou:n
4 i

`, 4,;(

presented in this paper will:stimulate extensi e research in different-
.

7* . i/ . . ,
i.:",' --',- ..' ,1,..-which some evidrwe ,was . ,:f 9'4 :

--:/; ;.'`./,'''' .

types of societies:

1. Egalitarian ideologies superimpose y the state may increase
e:

a

the rang of women's educational and occupatio A.1 options but can have

/
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.

i .1) ;
' t ;
is

little effect ott sex role socializatten and' the cliedree otf,-tdx,-stereotyping.'
i, l'i / ,-/

c 1

Sex role sooializb.tion pr,Odesses, and the defin tiion,of Id.e'n's and, women's
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